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This publication has been produced
and published by Cumbrian Stone as
a buyer’s guide to measuring, ordering
and maintaining natural sandstone.
The contents of this publication are
advisory only and are not intended
to create or imply any guarantee,
warranty or contractual relationship in
any circumstances between Cumbrian
Stone and any other party. This
publication is intended as a guide only.
Cumbrian Stone accepts no liability
for any issues or disputes arising from
the contents of this publication and
would always advise that the guidance
provided should be checked and
verified by a chartered professional prior
to use on your own property.

This publication is provided subject to
the condition that it shall not, by way
of trade or otherwise, be lent, resold,
hired out, or otherwise circulated
without the publisher’s prior consent
in any form of binding or cover other
than that in which it is published and
without a similar condition including
this condition being imposed on
the subsequent holder. Under no
circumstances may any part of this
book be photocopied or reproduced
for commercial purposes without the
publisher’s prior written consent.
Natural stone – a buyer’s guide
Copyright © 2018 Cumbrian Stone Ltd
All Rights Reserved

No parts of this publication may
be reproduced, stored in a retrieval
system, or transmitted in any form or
by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording, or otherwise,
without the prior written permission of
the copyright owner.
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Welcome to
Cumbrian Stone

Cumbrian Stone Ltd was founded in 2006 in order
to provide a high-quality manufacturing service to
the natural stone industry. Since its incorporation,
the company has steadily grown each year and is
now recognised as one of the leading natural stone
suppliers within the UK. Our sandstone products can
be seen on many high-profile projects worldwide, and
we pride ourselves on the service that we offer to each
and every customer we work with.
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Our Location and Premises
Cumbrian Stone is based on Gilwilly Industrial Estate in Penrith and is
easily accessible from junction 40 of the M6. Unlike most quarries there’s
no need to bring your wellies and we always encourage our customers
to call in and meet our team.
At Cumbrian Stone we appreciate that it can be difficult to envisage
how your project will look and feel from photographs alone, which is
why we have invested in a state of the art showroom where you can
see a selection of our finished products ranging from walling stone and
window surrounds through to bespoke carved features.

Cumbrian Stone
Montal Place
Gilwilly Industrial Estate
Penrith
Cumbria
CA11 9FE

Across from our showroom we have our manufacturing facilities. This is
where our team slab, cut and carve each and every stone that has been
ordered by our customers.
The Process
We pride ourselves in keeping the entire manufacturing process under
one roof, and every day several lorry loads of raw sandstone blocks are
brought in from local quarries; these blocks range from 2-3 tons up to
around 10 tons or more.
Once the raw sandstone block has arrived the production process can
begin. Firstly, each block is cut into slabs on one of our large primary
saws (Sawn Two Sides) before being cut down further on our smaller
secondary saws (Sawn Six Sides). These sawn blocks are then ready for
finishing by our masons.
The finishing process can vary significantly between projects. At
Cumbrian Stone we employ several finishing techniques ranging from
applying a rubbed finish to remove saw marks through to hand tooling
or carving to produce the finished stone ready for installation by our
customers. We also utilise state of the art CNC Saws and lathes to assist
the masons in producing a high quality finished product. Finally, each
stone is quality checked in line with our ISO9001 quality procedures
before being packaged and sent out direct to our customers for use on
their project.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk

Contact us:
Tel: 01768 867867
Fax: 01768 867868
Email: sales@cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Why Natural Stone?
Natural stone is a versatile material that has been used in the construction of buildings for thousands of years.
One of the oldest stone chapels still in use in the UK dates back to around 663AD, highlighting the durability
of natural stone as a building material. This is also clear from our history, with natural stone being found on
our castles, churches and cathedrals, as well as on other prominent buildings in cities across the UK.

As a building material, natural stone does far more than just stand
the test of time. The wide range of colours and grains available from
different quarries has resulted in natural stone becoming a desirable
product to use as its appearance can enhance a building, improving its
overall appeal and increasing the property value to prospective buyers.
This is why more and more housebuilders are choosing to select locally
sourced natural stone when undertaking a development. This can
range from the inclusion of sandstone features and window surrounds
through to cladding using sandstone walling and smooth ashlar panels
depending on the desired appearance.
At Cumbrian Stone, each stone requested by our customers is cut to
order. This allows us to work to the sizes you require rather than being
tied to a limited number of components that the design has to work
around. This provides an element of flexibility and adaptability that is
often not available when using other building products, making natural
stone ideal for extending an existing building where the original sizes
may not quite fit with standard sizes that other modern or massproduced products are sold at.

The chapel of St. Peter on the Wall,
Bradwell-on-Sea, Essex dates back to
around 663AD and is one of the oldest
stone chapels still in use in the UK.

The composition of our natural stones also makes it ideal for carving,
allowing the inclusion of bespoke details including date stones and
plaques through to gargoyles and sculptures depending on our
customers’ requirements. This, combined with the natural variations
found within natural stone ensures that every building is unique, further
adding to the value and desirability of any property.

A new build property constructed
using Lazonby Red sandstone supplied
by Cumbrian Stone. A combination of
smooth sandstone features and pitched
walling has resulted in a high-quality
development that would appeal to most
buyers.
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Our Range of Natural Stones
At Cumbrian Stone we appreciate that it is not possible to match one natural stone to every project.
Cumbrian Stone have a wide range of sandstones available, all of which are sourced from different British
quarries in order to maximise the choices we can offer to our customers.

Red Sandstones

Buff/Yellow Sandstones

Grey/Lilac Sandstones

Lazonby

Longridge

Wattscliffe

Corsehill

Witton Fell

Elswick

St Bees

Scotch Buff

Locharbriggs

Stanton Moor

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Lazonby Sandstone
Lazonby Sandstone is a medium grained sandstone from the Permian age. It is light pink in colour with
a high quartz content giving it a distinct sparkle when viewed in bright conditions. Lazonby Sandstone is
hard wearing and has a consistent texture making it ideal for a wide variety of uses.

Quarry location
Lazonby Quarry is situated 3 miles north of Penrith, Cumbria. Historically the quarry has been
widely used on several high-profile projects both locally and nationally before eventually
becoming dormant. Lazonby Quarry was reopened in 2006 due to an increasing demand for
the supply of a hard wearing, high quality Cumbrian red sandstone, and it now produces an
excellent quality raw material for processing at our production facilities in Penrith. Due to the
quality and durability of the quarried block, Cumbrian Stone’s Lazonby Sandstone products can
now be found on projects across all areas of the UK.

Suitable for:
Walling
Paving
Window/Door Surrounds
Carved Feature Stones
Cladding Panels
Steps/Staircases
Coping Stones
String Courses
Cornice Stones
Balustrade
Columns
Portico/Feature Entrances
Lazonby Cladding - Saracen House, Saracen Street, Possilpark, Glasgow, G22 5JW.

Natural Variations

Sandblasted

Walling
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Corsehill Sandstone
Corsehill Sandstone is a fine-grained sandstone from the Triassic age. Its hard-wearing and consistent
texture makes it ideal for masonry, walling, cladding and paving. Oxidisation can sometimes occur on the
face of the stone causing a dark discolouration.

Quarry location
Corsehill quarry is located near Annan in Dumfries and Galloway. Corsehill was extensively
quarried in the 1800s supplying stone to the likes of Liverpool Street Station in London. Having
closed in the 1940s the quarry was reopened in 1982 and has since supplied many high profile
projects, with large reserves for the future. Due to the quality and durability of the quarried
block, Cumbrian Stone’s Corsehill Sandstone products can now be found on projects across all
areas of the UK.

Suitable for:
Walling
Paving
Window/Door Surrounds
Carved Feature Stones
Cladding Panels
Steps/Staircases
Coping Stones
String Courses
Cornice Stones
Balustrade
Columns
Portico/Feature Entrances
Corsehill walling and surrounds used on a primary school extension.

Natural Variations

Sandblasted

Walling

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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St. Bees Sandstone
St. Bees Sandstone is a fine grained and consistently textured stone. The fine grain and tight bedding
make it a highly sought-after stone suitable for masonry, walling and for detailed carving. It is generally
red-plum in colour with a variation of darker beds running throughout the stone.

Quarry location
St Bees quarry is situated on the west coast of Cumbria, where stone has been quarried and
processed for hundreds of years. It is a prominent feature in local buildings and is also an ideal
match for the stone work originally used around the Liverpool and North Wales area.
Due to the quality and durability of the quarried block, Cumbrian Stone’s St. Bees Sandstone
products can now be found on projects across all areas of the UK.

Suitable for:
Walling
Paving
Window/Door Surrounds
Carved Feature Stones
Cladding Panels
Steps/Staircases
Coping Stones
String Courses
Cornice Stones
Balustrade
Columns
Portico/Feature Entrances
St Bees cladding used at Baggot Plaza, Dublin.

Natural Variations

Sandblasted

Walling
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Locharbriggs Sandstone
Locharbriggs Sandstone is a medium grained Permian sandstone with subtle bedding plains
throughout. It is a rich red colour with linear black banding. This gives Locharbriggs its distinctive
appearance, making it a popular choice for projects all over the UK.

Quarry location
Locharbriggs quarry is located on the outskirts of Dumfries in South West Scotland.
The quarry has been in operation since 1890, and Locharbriggs sandstone can be found
on projects up and down the UK. Locharbriggs sandstone features heavily in southern
Scotland, and its versatile nature has made it a popular choice for both new build and
restoration projects.

Suitable for:
Walling
Paving
Window/Door Surrounds
Carved Feature Stones
Cladding Panels
Steps/Staircases
Coping Stones
String Courses
Cornice Stones
Balustrade
Columns
Portico/Feature Entrances
Locharbriggs sandstone cladding to a residential development.

Natural Variations

Sandblasted

Walling

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Longridge Sandstone
Longridge Sandstone (also known as Lower Pendle Sandstone) is a hard-wearing medium to coarse grained
millstone grit. It is generally light buff in colour with swirls of golden brown/orange giving it a distinct and varied
natural appearance. Oxidisation can sometimes occur on the face of the stone causing a dark discolouration.

Quarry location
Leeming quarry is situated near Stonyhurst in Lancashire, a family run quarry for the past 40 years
calling on a wealth of experience to extract a top quality raw material with reserves for many
years to come.
Due to the quality and durability of the quarried block, Cumbrian Stone’s Longridge Sandstone
products can now be found on projects across all areas of the UK.

Suitable for:
Walling
Paving
Window/Door Surrounds
Carved Feature Stones
Cladding Panels
Steps/Staircases
Coping Stones
String Courses
Cornice Stones
Balustrade
Columns
Portico/Feature Entrances
Longridge ashlar and feature stones to a private property.

Natural Variations

Sandblasted

Walling
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Witton Fell Sandstone
Witton Fell Sandstone is a fine grain buff grit stone from the Carboniferous age. It is generally buff in
colour with occasional light brown flecks and veins. Its properties make it suitable for fine carvings, masonry,
and walling. Oxidisation can sometimes occur on the face of the stone causing a dark discolouration.

Quarry location
Situated near Jervaulx Abbey in North Yorkshire Witton Fell quarry has been active for around
100 years with large reserves. Historically used in the construction of Jervaulx Abbey and East
Witton Church.
Due to the quality and durability of the quarried block, Cumbrian Stone’s Witton Fell
Sandstone products can now be found on projects across all areas of the UK.

Suitable for:
Walling
Paving
Window/Door Surrounds
Carved Feature Stones
Cladding Panels
Steps/Staircases
Coping Stones
String Courses
Cornice Stones
Balustrade
Columns
Portico/Feature Entrances
Witton Fell ashlar to new build properties.

Natural Variations

Sandblasted

Walling

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Scotch Buff Sandstone
Scotch Buff Sandstone is a medium grained Carboniferous Westphalian sandstone, generally buff in
colour with occasional brown bed lines and speckles. Darker buff to almost light orange patches also
appear within the stone.

Quarry location
Scotch Buff is quarried at Gatherley Moor Quarry at Gilling West near Scotch Corner. This stone
has been quarried since the early 1900’s. The location of the quarry provides excellent routes to all
areas of the UK giving rise to extensive usage in all areas of the country.
Due to the quality and durability of the quarried block, Cumbrian Stone’s Scotch Buff Sandstone
products can now be found on projects across all areas of the UK.

Suitable for:
Walling
Paving
Window/Door Surrounds
Carved Feature Stones
Cladding Panels
Steps/Staircases
Coping Stones
String Courses
Cornice Stones
Balustrade
Columns
Portico/Feature Entrances
Scotch Buff cladding to Meadow Lane, Edinburgh.

Natural Variations

Sandblasted

Walling
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Stanton Moor Sandstone
Stanton Moor Sandstone is a fine to medium grained buff sandstone with variations ranging from pink
inclusions and beds through to brown veining. The variations within the stone have proven to be popular
on large scale developments, and Stanton Moor Sandstone can be found on projects all over the UK.

Quarry location
Stanton Moor sandstone is quarried at Dale Moor Quarry near Matlock, Derbyshire.
Historically, Stanton Moor sandstone has been used on large scale projects across the UK and
has proven to be an especially popular choice in Glasgow and Edinburgh due to its similarities
to the sandstone originally used in the area. Following a period of closure, Stanton Moor quarry
was reopened in 1983, and has seen a steady increase in demand as its popularity has grown.

Suitable for:
Walling
Paving
Window/Door Surrounds
Carved Feature Stones
Cladding Panels
Steps/Staircases
Coping Stones
String Courses
Cornice Stones
Balustrade
Columns
Portico/Feature Entrances
Stanton Moor cladding used in the development of New Waverley, Edinburgh.

Natural Variations

Sandblasted

Walling

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Wattscliffe Sandstone
Wattscliffe Sandstone is medium grained and uniformly lilac/grey in colour with occasional buff/white
intrusions. It is essentially a free stone and therefore almost equally durable in most common masonry
applications whichever way its natural bed is laid. The stone has few natural flaws and cuts well with a
general blade, making it a sound economical choice for stone producers.

Quarry location
Wattscliffe sandstone is quarried at Elton near Matlock in Derbyshire and is used on projects
across the UK for a wide variety of uses.
The stone’s lilac colour and uniform nature have made Wattscliffe sandstone a popular choice
as an alternative to the traditional red and buff sandstones commonly available. Wattscliffe
sandstone is very durable in nature and as there are very few natural flaws within the block it is
very popular where a “clean” stone is required.

Suitable for:
Walling
Paving
Window/Door Surrounds
Carved Feature Stones
Cladding Panels
Steps/Staircases
Coping Stones
String Courses
Cornice Stones
Balustrade
Columns
Portico/Feature Entrances
Wattscliffe quoins and surrounds used on a new development at Greystoke.

Natural Variations

Sandblasted

Walling
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Elswick Sandstone
Elswick Sandstone is a fine to medium grained, versatile stone suitable for most applications.
The stone is a medium grey with dark linear markings through its face, and due to its hard-wearing nature
it is predominantly used for external applications including ashlar, paving and carved features.

Quarry location
Elswick sandstone is quarried near Newcastle-Upon-Tyne in Northumberland, and is a durable
stone that is popular for a variety of uses. It is regularly used for paving and other external
applications thanks to its hard wearing nature, and can be seen on projects of all sizes across
the UK. Elswick sandstone is consistent in colour and grain, making it ideal for projects where a
large range of variations may not be acceptable.

Suitable for:
Walling
Paving
Window/Door Surrounds
Carved Feature Stones
Cladding Panels
Steps/Staircases
Coping Stones
String Courses
Cornice Stones
Balustrade
Columns
Portico/Feature Entrances
Elswick sandstone was one of four different stones used in the restoration of Stephenson’s Bridge in Manchester.

Natural Variations

Sandblasted

Split face
Walling

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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How to Measure and
Order Natural Stone
When ordering natural stone, it is important to make sure that the sizes provided are accurate and
presented in the correct sequence in order to avoid mistakes in the manufacturing process. To enable
Cumbrian Stone to begin cutting your stone we need three key sizes.
1. Length
The length of a stone is normally the size
across the front of the stone unit you require.
This should be taken at the longest point
of the stone and should be provided in
millimetres (mm).
Length

Length

Length

L

Length
Length

Length

Length

Length

Length
Length

Len

2. Width/Depth
The width/depth of a stone is normally the
size from front to back of the stone unit you
require. This should be taken at the widest
point of the stone and should be provided in
millimetres (mm).
Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

Width

3.Height
The height of a stone is normally the size from
top to bottom of the stone unit you require.
This should be taken at the tallest point of the
stone and should be provided in millimetres
(mm).

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height

Height
Height
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Height

Completing a Cutting Schedule
Once you have measured the length, width and height of the stone you require you can start to create a cutting schedule. Your cutting schedule
will be used to produce the details that your stone will be manufactured from, and this should always be presented as follows:
Stone Reference

Number Required

Length (mm)

Width (mm)

Height (mm)

Window Head

3

1200

100

215

10

0

215

This schedule would produce a stone as follows:

1200

Based on the order of the sizes provided, this stone would be cut so that the natural beds in this stone would run horizontally from left to right.
As this stone is to be used as a window head it will be supporting weight above it, so this is the strongest option. If the bed joints ran vertically
then this could cause the head to break when pressure is applied as follows:

WEIGHT ABOVE
WEIGHT ABOVE
STONE HEAD
STONE HEAD

WEIGHT ABOVE
WEIGHT ABOVE
STONE HEAD
STONE HEAD
NO DISTRIBUTION OF
NO DISTRIBUTION OF
NO DISTRIBUTION OF
NO DISTRIBUTION OF
WEIGHT
WEIGHT
WEIGHT
WEIGHT

DISTRIBUTION OF WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION OF WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION OF WEIGHT
DISTRIBUTION OF WEIGHT
ALONG STONE BEDS
ALONG STONE BEDS
ALONG STONE BEDS
ALONG STONE BEDS

WEAK POINT OR NATURAL
WEAK POINT OR NATURAL
FAULT WITHIN THE HEAD
FAULT WITHIN THE HEAD
MAY BREAK
MAY BREAK

STRING / CORNICE COURSE

ASHLAR
ASHLAR

P
TO

ASHLAR
HEAD / LINTEL

HEIGHT

CE
A
F

JAMB / MULLION

CILL
ASHLAR

ASHLAR

WI
DT
H

TH
NG
E
L

ASHLAR

PLINTH

These natural beds are found in all sandstones. They are created as a result of the way that sandstone is formed and are unavoidable when
working with sandstone.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Adding Details to a Cutting Sheet
Once you have established the size of stone you require and have
Dressing details for stone components are normally shown through
taken the three key measurements that allow your sawn block to be
drawings or sketches showing three different viewpoints of the stone
produced, you need to provide details of any dressing required to
component as follows:
finish the required stone. The sizes and details you need to provide will
vary depending on the stone components you require. The products
Top/Plan View
section of this guide gives detailed guidance on the sizes required for
The top or plan view is the viewpoint above the stone looking down
TOP/PLAN
VIEW
specific components, however as a general rule the more detail
you
onto
the top face.
TOP/PLAN
VIEW
can provide the better.
Once all these details have been put together Cumbrian Stone will be
able to produce an accurate quotation and manufacture your stone
components to the sizes and profiles you require. If you are unsure as
to any details or sizes you require then just let us know and we may be
able to assist you in completing your design.

REAR
REAR EDGE
EDGE

FRONT
FRONT EDGE
EDGE
Front View/Elevation

FRONT VIEW/ELEVATION
VIEW/ELEVATION
The front view or elevation shows the front face of the stone.
FRONT

FRONT FACE
FACE
FRONT

VIEW
REAR EDGE

A 3D model of a stooled cill. This would be
generated based on the details and sizes
shown on the cutting schedule.

Section View
The section view
shows a slice through the stone from front to back
SECTION
VIEW
giving a side view of the stone.

FRONT EDGE

EW/ELEVATION

FRONT FACE

The finished stooled cill after being cut
and dressed by one of our masons.
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Frequently Used Terminology
When ordering and building with natural stone it is often helpful to understand some of the more
technical terminology that can be used to describe your stone. Some of the more frequent terms you may
come across and their meanings are as follows:
Ashlar

Cornice

Ashlar is the term used to describe smooth
sandstone blocks used for building stone
walls.

A cornice is a decorative band of stone usually
found at the top of a building. They usually
project over the face of the wall and can offer
some protection from running water to the
building below depending on their design.

Bed/Bedding Plain
The bed or bedding plain is the direction that
the natural layers within a sandstone block
run. This is normally horizontally although in
arches they can be cut vertically for additional
strength. If a stone is incorrectly bedded it
will deteriorate faster than a correctly bedded
stone.

Cutting Schedule
A cutting schedule is the list of sizes
that a mason or sawyer works to when
manufacturing your stone. It includes all the
information required to manufacture your
stone.

Bullnose

Daylight Size

A bullnose is a half round detail sometimes
used to finish the exposed edge of a stone.

The daylight size is the actual opening size of
a door or window. This is normally given as a
width and a height.

Chamfer
A chamfer is a small angle cut along the
edge of a stone. This is normally included for
aesthetic purposes.

Cill
A cill is the bottom stone of a window
surround. It normally provides run-off for any
water that hits the surround.

Cladding

A bullnose to the front edge of a set of
sandstone steps.

Drip
A drip is a small groove cut into the underside
of a stone that prevents water from running
along the underside of the stone. Water
instead gathers at the drip and drops from
the underside of the stone. This is commonly
found on window cills and copings.

A hoodmould fitted over an external
window to provide protection from water
run-off.

External Return

Cladding is a term used to describe a wall
covering.

An external return is a term used to describe
any component that needs to be designed to
go around an external corner of a building.

Coping

Gable

A coping is a decorative stone that is fitted to
the top of a wall. It can also provide run-off for
water depending on how it is cut and laid.

A gable is the triangular section of an external
wall that is formed at the end of a ridged roof.

Corbel
A corbel is a supporting stone that normally
sits below another feature and provides
structural support.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk

A corbel and kneeler stone providing
support to a set of coping stones that are
being used to finish the top of a sandstone
gable.
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Hoodmould

Nosing

A hoodmould is a decorative band that
projects out of a wall over a window or door
opening. It prevents water from running down
the wall and into the opening by acting as a
drip.

A nosing is the exposed vertical front edge of
a stone.

Overhang
An overhang is the distance a stone projects
from the wall line.

Internal Return

Plinth

An internal return is a term used to describe
any component that needs to be designed to
go around an internal corner of a building.

A plinth course is a decorative band of stone
usually found at the base of a wall at ground
level.

Jamb

Profile

A jamb is a side stone in a window or door
surround.

Profile is the term for the detail of the shape to
be cut out of a stone. It normally refers to long
runs of a single shape.

Keystone
A keystone is the centre stone in a stone arch.

Kneeler

A feature window incorporating mullions
and transoms to separate the individual
glazed panels.

A kneeler stone is a supporting stone that
is normally incorporated at the junction
between a gable and external corner. It can be
used to provide support to the roof or coping
stones depending on the building design.

Quoin
A quoin is a stone used to form the external
corners of a building.

Radius
A radius is a measurement used to calculate
the size of any curved stones.

Lintel/Head

Rebate

A lintel or head is the supporting stone that
spans over the top of a window or door
opening.

A rebate is a check or cut taken out of the back
of a stone to allow concealed fixings. This is
common in the back of stone lintels where a
steel beam is included behind the stone lintel
for additional support.

Mitre
A mitre is a 45-degree cut to the end of a
stone. When two mitred stones are placed
together they form a 90-degree (right angle)
corner.

A feature string course and projecting
sandstone quoins were used on this
development to break up larger areas of
smooth ashlar walling.

Reveal
A reveal is a return edge of a stone that will still
be visible once the stone is built.

Mullion

Splay

A mullion is a vertical stone that is sometimes
used to separate individual windows in a
single window surround.

A splay is a term for an angled cut to a square
stone.

Natural Variation

A springer is the first stone in an arch. This
stone provides support to the remaining arch
stones.

Natural variation refers to the different features
that can be expected within a stone. They are
caused by the way that the stone has been
formed, and can include lines, swirls, spots and
changes in shade or texture.
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Springer

This sandstone arch consists of multiple
voussoir stones and a single keystone.
The keystone is slightly larger than the
voussoirs to make it stand out.

Stools
A stool is a square end of a window cill, lintel or
threshold that is built into the masonry either
side of the opening.

/CumbrianStone

String Course
A string course is a decorative band of stone
that runs around a building. It is normally
found between floor levels and has masonry
built above and below it.

Surround
A surround is a term for a number of stone
components that are used to frame an
opening. This term is commonly used
in reference to doorways, windows and
fireplaces.

Threshold
A threshold is the bottom stone of a door
opening.

Transom
A transom is a horizontal stone that is
sometimes used to separate individual
windows in a single window surround.

Voussoir
A voussoir is an angled stone component that
is used to form an arch. They sit between the
springer and keystone.

Weathered/Weathering
Weathering is the term for cutting an angle
to the top face of a stone in order to provide
water run-off.

Products Available
At Cumbrian Stone we cut every stone to order. This means that
we can ensure that your stone is a perfect fit every time and that
any carved details are as per your requirements. As a general
rule, if you can imagine it in natural stone then we can make it!
The majority of orders our customers place with Cumbrian
Stone can be broken down into the following categories:
Walling Stone

Arches

Thin Cladding Systems

Date Stones and Name Plaques

Quoins, Corbels and Kneeler Stones

External Paving

Window and Door Surrounds

Internal Flooring

S tring Courses, Cornice Stones
and Feature Bands
Coping Stones and Pillar Caps

Spheres and Finials
Steps and Staircases
Fire Surrounds and Hearths

Plinth Courses

Balustrade

Feature Porches and Porticos

Bespoke Carvings and Features

Details of these styles of stone dressings, along with guidance
on the sizes and details Cumbrian Stone would require to
produce a high quality finished product, can be found on the
following pages.

The curved cills to this bay window have
been weathered to encourage water runoff away from the building. All the stone in
this bay window had to be cut to a specific
radius in order to form this curve.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Walling Stone
Sandstone walling is a popular choice for both modern buildings and traditional style properties. It is
regularly used in place of brickwork to give a high end appearance, and can also be used in conjunction
with rendered walls to add character to a property. The styles of walling Cumbrian Stone offer are as
follows:

1. Ashlar Walling
Ashlar walling blocks are smooth faced blocks with a rubbed or tooled
finish. They can be cut to most sizes depending on your requirements
and are the most expensive of the three walling options.
It is possible to have ashlar walling cut to a radius/curve if required for
your project. Ashlar walling is normally built with joints of between
5mm and 10mm depending on the finished appearance you require.

An ashlar clad rotunda supplied by
Cumbrian Stone to a private client.

2. Pitched Faced Walling
Pitched faced walling is the most popular of our walling options. It offers
a significant cost saving against ashlar walling and is normally supplied
at a 100mm bed depth with course heights of 65mm, 140mm and
215mm for ease of building. These course heights can be built with
10mm joints to form a semi-coursed appearance that is popular in
modern sandstone construction. If you would prefer 5mm joints with
a pitched faced walling then the course heights should be adjusted to
70mm, 145mm and 220mm in order to accommodate the reduced
joint size. This should be requested at the time of quotation as pitched
walling with a 5mm joint is not a standard product and may have an
increased cost and delivery time from the point of order.
Pitched faced walling is supplied in random lengths with four sawn
sides, a pitched front face and a split back face.

Pitched Faced Walling to Cumbrian Stone’s
office building in Penrith, Cumbria.
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3. Tumbled/Rubble/Bagged Walling
Our tumbled walling is supplied per bag, with each bag yielding
approximately 3 - 3.5m². This walling is unscreened and has a varying
bed depth of between 100mm and 200mm at random lengths and
heights.
Tumbled walling offers the most traditional appearance and is normally
the cheapest option when purchasing walling stone, however it does
take longer to build and there is often more waste when compared to
the pitched faced walling and this should be taken into account when
calculating costs.

A Longridge sandstone tumbled
walling garden wall supplied to a private
developer in Glasgow.

Finding a Radius
Measuring for Walling Stone

Once you have decided which walling option is right for your project,
and you are ready to place an order, you will need to have the quantity
of walling you require in square metres (m²). This will allow us to provide
a quotation and delivery time for your order. This is all we need for
pitched faced walling and tumbled walling as the lengths are not fixed
sizes and the heights are either random or a fixed size depending on
your choice.

If you require ashlar walling we will also require the length, width and
height of the ashlar blocks you require, along with the radius of any
curved areas if you require your stone to be curved.

Internal Radius
______ mm

External Radius
______ mm

Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:

In order to calculate the radius of any curved stone units you need to
find the centre point for the curve that you want the stone to form and
measure it as per the diagram to the right.
The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered in
this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk

Centre point of curve

DATE:

Radius (mm)
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Thin Cladding Systems
Modern cladding systems comprise of a thin sandstone panel that is fixed into place on a metal frame in
order to create the external walls on a building. This style of system is more common in high rise buildings
and those with a large external wall area to cover where traditional methods are likely to be expensive and
time consuming.

Thin sandstone cladding systems are designed for a speedy installation
and normally you would expect that the sandstone panels would
mostly be the same size with the exception of any special units required
at more complex areas of the building. Larger panels also tend to be
preferred as they again speed up the installation time, however this can
prove to be an issue if the panel weight becomes too much to handle
safely so this should also be accounted for.
When working with a cladding system it is important to consult with a
structural engineer who will be able to advise you as to the tolerances
and loads exerted on the stone. Cumbrian Stone can supply the
sandstone panels however we do not supply the cladding frame
system and this should be purchased from a specialist supplier who can
advise on the stone design required for their system.

Ashlar
Cladding
- Square
Section
As thin sandstone
cladding
is usually supplied
in plain panels we would

50mm Scotch Buff cladding supplied to
Meadow Lane, Edinburgh by Cumbrian
Stone.

Stone Reference _______ Quantity Required _______
require
the following sizes to enable this to be manufactured:

Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Length ______ mm

Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:

Any special units will need to be designed by a specialist to ensure
that
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:
they fit with your chosen cladding system. These can include corner
DATE:
units, window heads, jambs and copings. For these units we would
require a section profile of the stone as well as the standard Length,
Width and Height of each component.

St Bees cladding used at Baggot Plaza,
Dublin.

The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.
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Quoins, Corbels and Kneeler Stones
Quoin stones are a popular method of forming the corner of a building, giving a clean, defined edge that
can enhance the appearance of any property. Quoin stones can also be used in conjunction with Corbel
and Kneeler stones to create an eye catching feature at roof level when forming a gable or supporting
additional sandstone features.

Quoins/Corner Stones
Sandstone quoins and corner stones can be used to form the corners
of a building in place of brickwork or walling stone. They are used to
give a clean edge to the building and are often a popular choice when
combined with pitched faced walling.
Quoin stones can be cut to any size to suit your buildings appearance,
however the two most popular options are square cut or L shaped.
Square quoins are the most cost-effective option as there is very little
waste in the stone block. L shaped quoins give a larger return leg on the
quoin, making the stones look more substantial whilst being cut out to
suit the cavity behind the external stone walls.
It is also possible to add details to the quoin stones, including chamfers,
rock facing or tooling to further emphasise the quoin stones and give
the desired appearance.

Lazonby sandstone quoins forming
the corner of a sandstone garage for a
private client.

Lazonby sandstone quoins forming a
junction between pitched walling and
rendered blockwork walls.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk

Witton Fell square quoins used on a new
build property for a private client.
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Quoins, Corbels and Kneeler Stones
Chamfered
Quoin
In order to
manufacture
sandstone quoins/corner
require the following
sizes: - Reveal/Corner
Plain
Quoin
- Square
Section stones Cumbrian Stone would
Stone Reference _______

Stone Reference _______

Quantity Required _______

Square quoin

Quantity Required _______

Chamfered quoin
Chamfer Size
______ mm Wide x
______mm Deep
Height ______ mm

Height ______ mm
Depth ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Stop Chamfered Quoin - Reveal/Corner
Top or Bottom Length
Stone
______ mm

Length ______ mm
Rock Faced Quoin

Stone Reference _______

Rock faced quoin

Quantity Required
Stone _______
Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:

Stone Reference _______

Stop chamfered quoin

Stone Unit Production S
Quantity Required _______
CUSTOMER NAME:

QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:
DATE:

QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:

Chamfer Size
______ mm Wide x
______mm Deep

DATE:

Height ______ mm
Depth ______ mm
Plus 25mm for Rock Face

Height ______ mm
Depth ______ mm

Stop Height
______ mm

Length ______ mm
Plus 25mm for Rock Face

L Shaped Quoin - Square Setion
Stone Reference _______

Length ______ mm

L Shaped Chamfered Quoin - Reveal/Corner

Quantity Required _______

Options
StoneComponent
Reference _______
Quantity Required _______
Stone Unit Productio
CUSTOMER NAME:
LHS
Stone
/
RHS
Stone
Chamfered L shaped quoin

Stone Unit Production Sizes

CUSTOMER NAME:

L shaped quoin

QUOTE REF:

QUOTE REF:

Top Course Stone / Bottom Course Stone

APPROVED BY:

Bed Depth ______ mm

APPROVED BY:

Bed Depth ______ mm

DATE:

DATE:

Chamfer Size
______ mm Wide x
______mm Deep
Height ______ mm
Depth ______ mm

Height ______ mm
Depth ______ mm

L Shaped StopLength
Chamfered
Quoin - Reveal/Corn
______ mm
Stone Unit ProductionTop
Sizes or Bottom Stone
Stone Unit Production
Quantity Required _______

LengthFaced
______ mm Quoin
L Shaped Rock

Stone Reference _______
L shaped rock faced quoin

CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:

Bed Depth ______ mm

CUSTOMER NAME:

Stop chamfered L shaped quoin

Stone Reference _______

DATE:

QUOTE REF:

Quantity Required _______
APPROVED BY:
DATE:

Bed Depth ______ mm

Chamfer Size
______ mm Wide x
______mm Deep
Height ______ mm

Height ______ mm
Depth ______ mm

Depth ______ mm
Plus 25mm for Rock Face

Stop Height
______ mm
Length ______ mm
Plus 25mm for Rock Face

Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:
The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
APPROVED BY:
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
DATE:
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.
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Length ______ mm

Stone Unit Production

Component Options
LHS Stone / RHS Stone
Top Course Stone / Bottom Course Stone

/CumbrianStone

CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:
DATE:

Corbels and Kneeler Stones
Sandstone corbels and kneeler stones are normally found at the top
of a set of quoins, and are used for providing support to gable copings
or features at the top of the wall. These can range from simple angled
stones through to carved units depending on your requirements.
In order to manufacture
corbels
and kneeler stones
Corbel
Stone -sandstone
Square
Section

Cumbrian
Stone would require the following sizes:
Stone Reference _______ Quantity Required _______
Square corbel

Height ______ mm
Depth ______ mm

Length ______ mm

Kneeler Stone

Any detail required?

tail Required?

Stone Reference _______

Quantity Required _______

Stone Unit Production Sizes

Kneeler stone

CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:
DATE:

Height ______ mm

Angle
Projection ______ mm

Sandstone corbel (bottom stone)
supporting sandstone kneeler (top stone)
showing the type of detail available.
These stones provide a feature while also
supporting the gable coping stones.

Nosing Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Length ______ mm
Any detail required?

Any Detail Required?

Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:

The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
DATE:
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.

This corbel has been chamfered to
produce a projecting feature stone.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Window and Door Surrounds
Sandstone window and door surrounds are a popular option in all styles of development, and can be
found in brick and rendered properties as well as in stone buildings. These surrounds can be cut and
dressed to suit various styles, ranging from square cut contemporary features to more detailed profiles
often found on historic properties and traditional builds.

Natural stone window surrounds help to give a higher specification feel to a property,
adding to both the visual appeal and value of a development. The majority of window
and door surrounds are made up of the following components:
Window Cills and Door Thresholds
A window cill or door threshold is the bottom stone in the surround. Cills and thresholds
can be cut to any size and style to suit your property, with the majority falling into one of
three different categories; Stooled Cills, Slip Cills and Square Cills.
Square cills are simple square section stones cut to a set length, width and height
with no weathering. These can be manufactured using just these three sizes and are
the cheapest option for a window cill. Slip cills and stooled cills require more detail to
enable us to manufacture these, however these can be more aesthetically pleasing. The
weathering also provides run-off for any water which is beneficial in directing any water
that runs down the window away from the building.

A Lazonby sandstone window surround
consisting of a stooled cill, jamb stones
and a chamfered head. This surround also
incorporates a mullion (centre post) and
transom (horizontal post).

In order to manufacture a slip or stooled cill Cumbrian Stone would require
the following sizes:

Stooled
Cill - cill
Chamfered Stools
Chamfered stooled

Stooled cillCill - Square Stools
Stooled

Stone Reference _______

Quantity Required _______

LHS Stool
______ mm

Rear Flat
______ mm

Stone Reference _______

Quantity Required _______

LHS Stool
______ mm

RHS Stool
______ mm

RHS Stool
______ mm

Rear Flat
______ mm

Stool Projection
______ mm

Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Weathering/Chamfer
Depth ______ mm

Length ______ mm

Weathering Depth
______ mm

Stone Unit Production Sizes
Stooled Cill - Square Set Back Stools

Drip cill
Required
Y_______
/N
Stone
Reference
Square
with set-back
stools

CUSTOMER NAME:

QUOTE
REF:
Quantity Required
_______

Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Length ______ mm

Slip Cill

Stone Unit Production Sizes

Drip Required - Y / N
SlipStone
cill Reference _______

CUSTOMER NAME:
REF:
Quantity RequiredQUOTE
_______
APPROVED BY:

APPROVED BY:

LHS Stool
______ mm

Rear Flat
______ mm

RHSDATE:
Stool
______ mm
Stool Projection
______ mm
Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Weathering Depth
______ mm

Height ______ mm

Weathering Depth
______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Length ______ mm

Length ______ mm

Stone Unit Production Sizes

Stone Unit Production Sizes

Page
30Required - Y / N
Drip

DATE:

Rear Flat
______ mm

CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:
DATE:

CUSTOMER NAME:

Drip Required - Y / N

QUOTE REF:
/CumbrianStone
APPROVED BY:
DATE:

Stooled Cill – Mullion Window Option
Additional Sizes Required

Stepped Stooled Cill - Square Set Back - Mullion Window
Stone Reference _______
LHS Stool
______ mm

Quantity Required _______
Mullion Stool
______ mm

Rear Flat
______ mm

RHS Stool
______ mm
Step
______ mm

Daylight Size ______ mm

Stool Projection
______ mm

Daylight Size ______ mm
Height
______ mm

Depth
______ mm

Weathering Depth
______ mm

Length ______ mm

Drip Required - Y / N

A Longridge sandstone bay window/door
surround consisting of stooled cills, straight
jamb stones and a chamfered head. This
surround also incorporates a mullion detail
adjacent the door.

Stone Unit Production Sizes
The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
CUSTOMER NAME:
depth x height and where possible stone should always beQUOTE
ordered
REF:
APPROVED BY:
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.
DATE:

Jamb Stones/Mullion Stones
A window surround may or may not incorporate jamb or mullion
stones depending on the design of the window and style of the
property. If jamb stones are required they can be cut in a similar style
to square quoins with varying lengths (as per the photo on page 28) or
alternatively they can be cut in a single long length as per the adjacent
photograph. Mullions are always cut in longer lengths and feature as a
break between glazed panels in larger windows.
In order to manufacture jamb stones for a surround Cumbrian Stone
would require the following sizes:

Sandstone window surrounds are often
used in new brick built properties to
enhance the appearance of the building.

Plain Jamb - Square Section Chamfered Jamb
Stone Reference _______
Square jamb

Quantity Required
Stone_______
Reference _______
Chamfered jamb

Stop Chamfered Jamb
Stone Reference _______
Quantity Required _______
Stop chamfered jamb

Stop Height
______ mm

Chamfer Size
______ mm Wide x
______mm Deep

Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Height ______ mm

Chamfer Size
______ mm Wide x
______mm Deep

Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Stone Unit Production Sizes
Length ______ mm

Quantity Required ____

CUSTOMER NAME:
Length ______ mm
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:
DATE:

Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:

Length ______ mm

QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:
DATE:

The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.
www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Window and Door Surrounds
Mullion stones

Plain Mullion - Square Section
Square
mullion
Stone
Reference _______

Chamfered Mullion

Chamfered
mullion
Quantity Required _______
Stone
Reference _______

Stop Chamfered Mullion

Stop chamfered
mullion_______
Quantity Required _______
Stone Reference

Stop Height
______ mm

Chamfer Size
______ mm Wide x
______mm Deep

Height ______ mm

Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Chamfer Size
______ mm Wide x
______mm Deep

Depth ______ mm

S

Stone Unit Production Sizes

CUSTOMER NAME:

CUS

CUSTOMER NAME:
Length ______ mm

QUOTE REF:

Length ______ mm

QUOTE REF:

APPROVED BY:

APPROVED BY:

DATE:

DATE:

Heads/Lintels

Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Stone Unit Production Sizes
Length ______ mm

Quantity Required ______

Q

AP

The final component used to form a surround is the head or lintel. This
stone spans across the top of the surround, providing support to the
masonry above the opening.
Window heads can be square cut or detailed depending on the style
of the window surround, with any design normally complimenting the
profile used on the jamb stones. For example, chamfered jambs would
normally fit well with a chamfered head.
In order to manufacture stone lintels/heads for a surround Cumbrian
Stone would require the following sizes:
The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.

Chamfered Head

Plain Head - Square Section
Stone
Reference _______
Square
head

Quantity Required _______

Stone Reference _______
Chamfered head

New sandstone window surrounds
incorporated in rendered walls.
Quantity Required _______

Height ______ mm
Depthmm
______ mm
Height ______

Depth ______ mm

LHS Bearing
______ mm

Chamfer Size
______ mm Deep x
______mm High

RHS Bearing
______ mm

Length ______ mm
Length ______ mm
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Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:

/CumbrianStone Stone Unit Production S
CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:

String Courses, Cornice Stones
and Feature Bands
A string course, cornice or feature band can be an ideal way to add depth and character to a property.
Traditionally these features were designed to offer protection to the masonry below by forming a drip to
prevent water running down the face of a building; they can also enhance the appearance of a building
when incorporated into the design.
Details can range from square bands to intricate profiles depending on
the style of the building and the budget available.
A string course is normally used as a break in an elevation, either at first
or second floor level, whilst a cornice is normally a larger version of the
same profile used at the eaves level of a property in place of a fascia.

String Courses
Some standard and more popular profiles for a string or cornice
course are as follows:

Square section
Square Section

Chamfered section
Chamfered Section

Weathered section
Weathered Section

In order to obtain a quotation for a string course or cornice stone
Cumbrian Stone would require the details of the desired profile (profile,
height and depth), along with the number of linear metres of stone
required. Any internal or external corners will need to be counted
separately as these will need to be cut and dressed to suit.

A profiled sandstone string course acting
as a feature break in the smooth ashlar
walling on a private development.

Weather and rebated
section
Weathered and Rebated
Section

Profiled section
Profiled Section

Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:

The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.

QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:
DATE:

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Copings and Pillar Caps
The addition of a sandstone coping stone can often provide a stylish and elegant way to finish a wall top
whilst also offering practical benefits too. From a weathered top preventing standing water through to
detailed profiles enhancing the appearance of a development, sandstone coping stones can be cut and
dressed to suit any style of building.

Sandstone copings and pillar caps are an ideal way to finish a wall top with an eye-catching
feature. From plain square copings through to rounded or chamfered designs, Cumbrian Stone
can produce a wide variety of coping styles to suit any project.
Pillar caps are normally designed to complement any adjacent coping stones, however these can
also incorporate carvings and details such as stone spheres or finials to give a grand appearance
to a main entrance or driveway.

Flat Coping - Square Section

In order to manufacture some of our most popular stone coping styles Cumbrian Stone would
Stone Reference _______ Quantity Required _______
require the following sizes:

Flat top coping

A hand tooled Longridge pillar cap on a
tooled ashlar pillar.

Height ______ mm

Twice
Chamfered Coping - Straight
Width ______ mm
Stone Reference _______

Quantity Required _______

Length ______ mm

Component Options

Chamfered coping

Drip Required - One Side / Two Sides / No Drip

Stone Unit Production Sizes
Chamfer
CUSTOMER
NAME:Size

Height ______ mm

______ mm Wide x
______mm Deep

QUOTE REF:

Width ______Chamfered
mm
Twice
Coping - Stop End

Stone Reference _______

APPROVED BY:
DATE:

A profiled pillar cap and name stone to a
residential development.

Quantity Required _______

Length ______ mm

Component Options
Twice chamfered
coping - stop
end Side
Drip Required
- One

/ Two Sides / No Drip
Stone Unit Production Sizes
Chamfer
CUSTOMER
NAME: Size

Height ______ mm

______ mm Wide x

QUOTE______mm
REF:
Deep
APPROVED BY:

Width ______ mm

DATE:

Length ______ mm

Component Options
Drip Required - One Side / Two Sides / No Drip
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Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:

/CumbrianStone

Once Weathered Coping - Straight
Stone
Reference
_______
_______
The standard
presentation
for stone
block sizesQuantity
is length xRequired
width/depth
x height and where
possible stone should always be ordered in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.
Once weathered coping
Height ______ mm

Width ______ mm
Height
Once
Weathered Coping - Internal ReturnNosing
End
______ mm

Stone Reference _______

Quantity Required _______

Tooled sandstone copings to a tooled
ashlar retaining wall.

Length ______ mm

Component Options
Drip Required
- Onereturn
Sideend
/ Two
Once weathered
coping - internal

Sides / No Drip

Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:

Height ______ mm

QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:
DATE:

Width ______ mm

Nosing Height

mm
Once Weathered Coping - External Return______
End

Stone Reference _______

Quantity Required _______

Length ______ mm

Component Options
Drip Required - One Side / Two Sides / No Drip
Once weathered coping - external return end
LHS / RHS Return

Feature copings to a brick boundary wall
cut at varying heights to give a stepped

Stone Unit Production Sizes effect.

CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:

Height ______ mm

APPROVED BY:

Twice Weathered Coping - Straight

Width ______ mm

Stone Reference _______

DATE:

Nosing Height
______ mm

Quantity Required _______

Length ______ mm

Component Options

Twice weathered coping

Drip Required - One Side / Two Sides / No Drip

Max Height
mmReturn
LHS______
/ RHS

Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:

Half
Round Coping
Width ______ mm

Flat copings to Stonehaven harbour walls.

APPROVED BY:
DATE:

Stone Reference _______

Nosing Height
______ mm

Quantity Required _______

Length ______ mm

Component
Half round coping

Options

Drip Required - One Side / Two Sides / No Drip
Max Height ______ mm

Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:

Width ______ mm

DATE:

Tooled walling finished with a rock faced
50mm flat coping and pillar caps.

Length ______ mm

Component Options
www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
Drip Required - One Side / Two Sides / No Drip
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Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:

Plinth Courses
Plinth courses are often found at the base of a wall to provide a break between the masonry and external
ground level.

A plinth course may also be used to provide a junction between two different finishes, for example,
between stone walling and render, as it provides a clean line where the transition takes place.
Details within a sandstone plinth are usually limited to a plain or chamfered design, however it is
possible to incorporate a more ornate detail within the stone if required.
In orderPlinth
to manufacture
some ofSection
our most popular plinth course styles Cumbrian Stone would
Plain
- Square
require
theReference
following _______
sizes:
Stone

Quantity Required _______

Square plinth

Height ______ mm

A Longridge sandstone plinth acting as
a break between a white rendered finish
and the external ground level.

Depth ______ mm

Splayed Plinth - Straight
Length Quantity
______ mm Required _______
Stone Reference _______

Weathered plinth

Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:
QUOTE REF:

Splay Size

______BY:
mm Wide x
APPROVED
______mm High

Height ______ mm

DATE:

Depth ______ mm

A sandstone plinth used as an
internal feature.

Chamfered Plinth - Straight

Length ______ mm

Stone Reference _______
Chamfered plinth

Quantity Required _______ Stone Unit Production Sizes
CUSTOMER NAME:

Chamfer Size

QUOTE REF:
______ mm Wide x

______mm Deep

APPROVED BY:
DATE:

Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm

Length ______ mm

Any internal or external corners will need to be counted separatelyStone
as these
will need Sizes
Unit Production
CUSTOMER
NAME:
to be cut and dressed to suit.

A red sandstone chamfered plinth below
sandstone walling.

QUOTE REF:
APPROVED BY:

The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/depth
DATE: x height and where
possible stone should always be ordered in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.
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Feature Porches and Porticos
A porch or portico is usually used to emphasise the main entrance to a property. Styles can range from
a simple canopy to more ornate designs featuring carved masonry and columns depending on your
requirements.
The design and style of your porch or portico is flexible depending
on your requirements. At Cumbrian Stone we are able to produce a
wide variety of components, and as each stone is cut to order we can
ensure that everything fits with your requirements. Some of the more
common features found within a feature porch or portico can be seen
in the photographs to the right.
Lintels and Canopies – The top section of a porch or portico is always
made up of either a lintel or a more intricate canopy. A lintel is normally
used where the porch is recessed back into a building whereas a
canopy would be used when the porch or portico is to project out from
the front of the building.
When using a canopy this can be made entirely out of sandstone,
or alternatively you can use a concrete/block backing with a thin
sandstone cladding to give the appearance of a single stone unit.
Jambs and Columns – The side supports for a porch or portico can
be formed using jambs or columns depending on the design of your
building. If the porch is to be enclosed, then the use of jambs and
mullions to form window surrounds below the canopy is a popular
option as this maximises the amount of natural light entering the porch.
If the porch is to be open at the front and sides, then the canopy can
be supported using stone columns; these can either be square cut or
round stones and may incorporate a profiled detail at the cap and base
to give a more ornate appearance.

A half round feature porch including round
sandstone columns supplied by Cumbrian
Stone to a private client.

A St Bees sandstone porch. The deep
colour of the sandstone has been used to
contrast against the white render on the
property.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Arches
A sandstone archway can form part of a prominent entrance to a building and is always a striking feature
that is sure to impress. Arches can be designed to span over larger distances than would normally be
possible using a single lintel, and their design allows for an even distribution of the weight above the stone
to provide additional strength and stability to the opening.
The style and design of an archway can vary significantly depending
on its size and the building it is being matched to, however with careful
planning and detailing a sandstone arch will fit together without any
issues.
The majority of arches are based around circles and are designed to
distribute the weight above them evenly across the span.

Some of the most common arch styles found in modern
construction are as follows:

Arches
Arches
Arches

A three centred Longridge sandstone
archway supporting a brick external wall
over the entrance to a private property.

Arches
Arches
Arches

Arch Stone Height
_______mm

Arch Stone Height
_______mm

Arch Stone Height
_______mm

Arch
Arch
Stone
Stone
Height
Height
Arch Stone Height
_______mm
_______mm _______mm

Rise

Rise
Rise
_______mm
_______mm
Rise _______mm

Depth
Depth
_______mm
_______mm
Depth _______mm

Span _______mm

Span
Span
_______mm
_______mm
Span _______mm

Semi-circular arch

Tudor arch
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Lancet arch

Flat arch

Three centred arch

Ogee arch
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Once you have chosen an arch style for your project, Cumbrian Stone
will require the following information to be able to start designing your
arch for manufacture:
Span - The span of the arch is the width of the opening that
the arch bridges across.
Rise - The rise of the arch is the maximum height that can
be measured at the highest point of the arch.
Depth - The arch depth is the thickness of the arch stones
from front to back.
Voussoir Height - The voussoir height is the height of
the individual stones that make up your arch.
A new ogee arch built as part of the
ongoing restoration work at Dumfries
House, Cumnock on behalf of the Prince
of Wales. The new archway was to match
an original arch that had been taken down
several years prior to the project. Some of
the original stone was included in the new
archway to help preserve the history of
the estate.

These sizes can be taken as follows:

Arch Rise
______ mm

Arch Depth
______ mm

Voussoir Height
______ mm
Span / Opening Width
______ mm

Cumbrian Stone can assist in the design of your arch, however we
would always recommend that your builder double checks all sizes
on site prior to ordering to ensure that there will be no issues during
installation.
The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.

An internal feature arch with profiled
columns.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Date Stones and Name Plaques
Sandstone is a versatile material that can be cut and carved using a wide variety of methods. It is often used
for memorials, date stones, name plates and plaques, with the face of the stone providing the ideal canvas
for lettering and sunken details.

Date
DateStones
Stonesand
andPlaqu
Plaq
In order to manufacture a bespoke name plaque or date stone Cumbrian Stone need to know the size of stone you require and what details you
would like to be included on the stone.
Some more common selections for plaques and date stones are as follows:
Stone Shapes

CircularCircular
SectionSection

Square Square
SectionSection
Square section

Circular section

Diameter ______
mm
Diameter
______ mm

Date
Date
Stones
Stones
andand
Plaques
Plaques
Height ______ mm
Height ______ mm

epth ______ mm
Depth ______ mm
Circular Section
Square Section

Square Section

Circular Section

Diameter ______ mm

Depth ______ mm
Depth ______ mm

Diameter ______ mm

Length ______ mm
Length ______ mm

Height ______ mm

Lettering Style
Depth ______ mm

Depth ______ mm
Length ______ mm

V cut lettering

Height ______ mm

Depth ______ mm
Depth ______ mm

Length ______ mm

Square cut lettering

Lettering Font

ARIAL / arial - ABC 123
CALIBRI / calibri - ABC 123
TIMES NEW ROMAN / time new roman - ABC 123
copperplate gothic / copperplate gothic - ABC 123
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Saracen House, Glasgow incorporated
the building name carved into a Lazonby
sandstone panel within their main
entrance. The customer opted for a bold,
square cut font to fit with the building’s
modern construction.
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In addition to sunken lettering it is possible to have raised details
projecting from a stone plaque. This involves sinking the face of the
stone down around the details leaving them raised resulting in the
design standing out from the face of the stone.

V cut lettering and a raised carved detail to
a new Lazonby sandstone plinth.

The size of any lettering and designs can be adjusted to suit the size
of your stone plaque, and we would recommend a minimum letter
height of 30mm to allow the letters to be cut to a suitable depth; if the
letters are too shallow they may not be visible.
If you require the lettering in your stone to stand out and be visible
from a larger distance, then it is possible to paint the cut lettering or
detail. This is usually carried out with either a black, white or gold paint
depending on your requirements, and should be done when the stone
is dry.
As sandstone is a porous material it may require several coats to ensure
that a high-quality result is achieved, and care must be taken to avoid
getting paint on the face of the stone that is not to be painted as this
can be difficult to remove. We would always advise that any painting is
carried out prior to the stone being fitted.

Raised lettering in Longridge smooth
panels built into a pitched faced wall
as part of the landscaping for a new
development.

Cumbrian Stone can assist in the design of your plaque in order to
ensure that your lettering fits with the size and shape of the stone. This
makes sure that everything will be correctly spaced and set out once
your stone is cut, and we would always advise that you obtain a scale
drawing or proof of your plaque prior to manufacture so that all details
can be checked for accuracy.

V cut lettering to a house sign for a
private client.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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External Paving
Sandstone paving is a great material for use externally to form patios, walkways and other features around
your property. We cut all of our sandstone to order, allowing us to cut your paving to suit your building.
At Cumbrian Stone our sandstone paving is cut to a minimum
thickness/depth of 40mm, although we do recommend a thickness of
50mm if possible as this gives additional strength within the slab and
significantly reduces the chance of breakages during installation and
future use.
The most cost-effective way to order external paving is to specify a set
width and thickness of paving slab, cut to random lengths to suit the
stone slab. This minimises the amount of waste generated during the
cutting process meaning that the savings generated can be passed
on to you as the customer. It is also possible to specify set lengths if
you require all the paving slabs to be cut at the same size for ease of
installation.
At Cumbrian Stone our sandstone paving is smooth finished, this gives
a flat surface that is ideal for walkways and patios. It is possible to create
additional slip resistance by sandblasting the top face of the paving
slabs; this opens up the top face of the stone, creating a slightly rougher
texture that can provide additional grip. This is ideal for public areas or
walkways that are likely to be used in wet or icy conditions.

Longridge sandstone external paving
forming a walkway for a private client.
External lighting has been incorporated
into the paving slabs as part of this project.

In order to manufacture sandstone paving for your project Cumbrian
Stone would require the following sizes:
Area to be Covered – This is normally given as a square metre (m²)
quantity, although can also be given as linear metres for a set width.
Slab Length – Our paving can be cut to set lengths or you can specify
random lengths depending on your requirements.
Slab Width – This is the course width of the paving slabs and can be at
one or multiple set sizes.

Lazonby sandstone paving laid in
Carlisle city centre. This paving has been
sandblasted in order to provide additional
slip resistance due to the high volume of
foot traffic.

Slab Thickness – This is normally 40mm or 50mm, although our
paving can be cut to a larger thickness if required.
Special Features – Details of any curved sections or areas where any
additional shaping/cutting is required.
The standard presentation for stone paving sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.
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Internal Flooring
Sandstone flags are often used internally as an alternative to modern flooring. Examples of sandstone
flooring are often found in farmhouse kitchens or utility areas, and provide a great contrast against other
flooring materials.
An internal sandstone flooring is normally made to smaller slab sizes
than external paving, and is normally cut to a thickness of 40mm
for ease of installation. This thickness can be increased if your design
requires a larger slab or thicker stone.
When installing internal flooring it may be advisable to apply a sealer
to the surface of the stone to protect against liquid spills. As sandstone
is a porous material it can stain due to spillages and a sealer will help
to guard against this. Cumbrian Stone cannot guarantee that internal
flooring will not become marked over time as a result of day-to-day use,
and this should always be taken into account when specifying internal
stone flooring.
In order to manufacture sandstone paving for your project Cumbrian
Stone would require the following sizes:
Area to be Covered – This is normally given as a square metre (m²)
quantity, although can also be given as linear metres for a set width.
Slab Length – Our paving can be cut to set lengths or you can specify
random lengths depending on your requirements.
Slab Width – This is the course width of the paving slabs and can be at
one or multiple set sizes.
Slab Thickness – This is normally 40mm or 50mm, although our
paving can be cut to a larger thickness if required.
Special Features – Details of any curved sections or areas where any
additional shaping/cutting is required.
The standard presentation for stone paving sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.

Internal sandstone flooring installed in
a modern kitchen with a contemporary
spiral staircase.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Spheres and Finials
A stone sphere or finial can be an eye-catching way of finishing a wall top, gable feature or pillar cap. Stone
spheres can be made to any size to suit your requirements, and a stone finial can then be designed to suit
the size of your sphere.

In order to manufacture your stone sphere all Cumbrian Stone need to know is the
diameter of the stone sphere you require. This gives the size of the stone block required
to carve your stone as the length, width and height will all need to be the same as the
diameter for you to achieve the finished stone at the correct size.
Cumbrian Stone can then assist in the design of a proportionate finial that will suit your
sphere, taking into account any size limitations you may have.
The level of detail in a sandstone finial can range from a square, simple design through to
more ornate carvings. Ornate finials are often found on historic buildings and churches,
although they can also be accommodated in modern construction if desired.

A Longridge sandstone sphere set on top
of a square shaped finial stone.

Diameter ______ mm

A contemporary sandstone finial set on top of an oak
post. A number of these finials are on display in the
historic quarter of Carlisle city centre.

The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/depth x height
and where possible stone should always be ordered in this format to avoid incorrect
bedding plains.
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Steps and Staircases
A natural stone staircase can be a stunning addition to any property, complimenting raised paved areas
and changing levels around your building. As each step is cut and dressed to order, it is possible to produce
a staircase to suit any style of building, with designs ranging from simple, straight flights to sweeping spiral
staircases and other bespoke designs.
Ranging from square cut entrance steps to curved and angled stair sets, there are a number of options available to suit your requirements.
Sandstone steps can either be cut as solid, single units, or as individual treads and risers that can be clad on to a concrete base or pre-formed
staircase that is already in place. The most common profiles for sandstone steps are as follows:

Steps
Plain step

Square nosed step

Bullnosed step

Square tread and riser

Bullnosed tread and square riser

In order to manufacture sandstone steps and staircases
Cumbrian Stone requires the following information:
Step Length – The overall length of each step.
Tread Width – The width of the step at the widest point.
Rise Height – The height of the step from bottom to top.
Special Details – Details of any angles, curves or special details
required.
The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.

New bullnosed sandstone steps installed
for a private client.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Fire Surrounds and Hearths
At Cumbrian Stone we can produce a wide range of fire surrounds to suit your requirements. Because
each stone we make is cut to order, we are able to dress and carve each fire surround we produce to our
customers’ exact sizes and requirements.

B

C

F
A

G

D

E

Bespoke Fire Surrounds
Each surround is cut to size before being hand dressed by our masons.
Unlike imported surrounds, this gives us full control over the finished
product we produce ensuring that our customers are satisfied with the
end result every time.

A hand dressed Longridge sandstone
fire surround.

In order to begin designing your ideal fireplace Cumbrian Stone needs
the following information:
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Overall Surround Height
Overall Surround Length
Overall Surround Depth
Maximum Hearth Length
Maximum Hearth Depth
Maximum Opening Height
Maximum Opening Width

Along with details of the style of surround you are looking for, these
sizes will allow us to put together proposals for your fire surround that
you can then double check with your builder prior to ordering.
The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.
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A bespoke fire surround.
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A selection of fire surrounds made by
Cumbria Stone for our customers.

Hearth Stones
A sandstone hearth is a popular choice for a fire surround. At Cumbrian Stone we manufacture our hearth stones at 50mm thick as standard,
however this can be increased if necessary to suit your surround. The measurements Cumbrian Stone normally require to manufacture your
sandstone hearth are as follows:

Edge Finishing Op
Front and back hearth

Hearth - Front and Back Hearth

arth - Front and Back Hearth

Edge finishing
optionsOptions
Edge
Finishing
Square Edge

Cut Out Length
_______mm

Square Edge
Cut Out Length
_______mm

Cut Out Length
_______mm

Back Depth
_______mm

Back Length
_______mm

Back Depth
_______mm

Back Length
_______mm

Pencil Chamfer

Pencil Chamfer
Height
_______mm
Front Length
_______mm

Pencil Round

Front Depth
_______mm

Front Length
_______mm

Pencil Round
Component Options
Single Unit / Front and Back Seperate

Front Depth
_______mm

Options
Front and Back Seperate

A standard hearth can be cut in either one or two sections depending on your requirements, and usually includes a small pencil chamfer to the
front three edges of the front hearth. A more detailed profile can be added to the front edges at an additional cost.
The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Balustrade
Sandstone balusters are a traditional and elegant way to frame in a staircase or parapet wall. They can often
be found on historic properties and larger estates; however, they are also used in modern construction
where the budget and style of the building allows.

Balusters can either be square cut (as per the photograph to the right),
or circular turned (as per the photograph below, and usually follow a
variation on a standard baluster profile.
Cumbrian Stone can manufacture balusters using a CNC lathe to ensure
that each stone is the same on your project. This contrasts to traditional
hand turned balusters where each stone is usually different due to the
traditional methods used when making these stones.
By using a CNC lathe this also significantly speeds up the manufacturing
process, making sandstone balusters more affordable on your project.
A traditional profile style for a sandstone baluster is shown below:
In order to manufacture sandstone balusters
Cumbrian Stone require the following sizes:

Square shaped balusters to a sandstone
staircase.

Length and Width – The width of the widest point
on the baluster from front to back and side to side;
these would normally be the same as each other.
Height – The overall baluster height from top to
bottom.
Profile Details – The details of the profile to be
used/matched.

The standard presentation for stone block sizes is length x width/
depth x height and where possible stone should always be ordered
in this format to avoid incorrect bedding plains.

Turned balusters on a restoration project.
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Bespoke Carvings and Features
At Cumbrian Stone our team of skilled masons can produce bespoke carvings and features to suit your
requirements. Our customers regularly bring us photos of new and interesting things they would like us to
replicate. A selection of some of our bespoke projects shown below:

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Surface Finishes and Tooling
Aside from our pitched walling, all our products are supplied with a smooth, rubbed finish as standard.
This removes any saw marks from the stone and leaves a flat, smooth surface. It is possible to request either
a tooled or sandblasted finish should you require something a little different or if a smooth finish does not
fit with your project. The surface finishes we offer are as follows:
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Angled Stugged Finish

Broached Finish

Hand Droved Finish

Horizontal Stugged Finish

Light Surface Tooled Finish

Machine Droved Finish

Punched Face Finish

Sandblasted Finish

Sparrow Pecked Finish
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Selecting a Building Contractor
At Cumbrian Stone we supply our high-quality sandstone products to projects across the UK to be installed
by our customers or their builders. Cumbrian Stone do not offer a fixing service for our stone, however we
do have some guidance you can use if you are looking for a builder to fit your new sandstone products.

Always select a building contractor
who has experience in working
with natural stone
Natural stone is a popular building material
for projects of all styles and sizes, however
building with natural stone is something that
not every builder is used to. We would always
recommend speaking with your preferred
builder and asking to see examples of their
work with natural stone so that you can be
confident in their ability before they start work.

Ask around for recommendations
In the construction industry one of the best
marketing tools is word of mouth. We find
that if one of our customers has had a builder
come and do a great job then they are always
happy to recommend them to others.

Get a quotation before
appointing a builder
Once you think you have selected your
preferred building contractor ask them for
a quotation to carry out the work on your
property. This will let you know how much
your project is going to cost before you
commit, helping to avoid any nasty surprises
once work commences. Always be sure to
double check if everything is included in
your builder’s price and ask if they foresee any
additional costs that may arise before they
begin.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk

Keep in regular contact with your
builder as work progresses
Speaking with your builder on a regular basis
throughout your project will ensure that
you are aware of everything that is required,
including any unexpected problems your
builder may be facing. This will help you to
help solve any issues before they lead to delays
or additional costs that may be avoidable.
A good example of this is making sure your
builder has enough materials to finish the
job, as if you are supplying the materials
and the builder runs out unexpectedly they
may charge for any down time waiting for
additional materials to be delivered.

Don’t hesitate to ask for advice
If you are uncertain of anything on your
project then don’t hesitate to ask a professional
for advice. Any good supplier or contractor
should be happy to point you in the right
direction to make sure your project gets
off to the best possible start, or for further
peace of mind you can speak to an architect
or structural engineer who you can then
appoint to act on your behalf. It is often worth
investing in a strong team at the start of a
project to ensure that everything runs without
any problems and you aren’t left with any
problems or unexpected costs once work is
completed.

If you are unhappy with your
builder’s work, let them know
In the unfortunate circumstance where you
are unhappy with your builder’s work, always
let them know as soon as possible. This will
give you the opportunity to talk through any
problems and issues, hopefully allowing you
to resolve any problems before too much
damage is done. A good builder will always be
happy to talk through any concerns you may
have, and it is important to always remember
that you are the one paying for the work once
it is complete.
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Building with Natural Stone
Many of our customers build their natural stone products themselves. This can be a great way to save
money, however it is important to make sure that you will be happy with the end result. We have put
together the following guidance for building with natural stone which may assist you with your project:

Joint Sizes

Handle with Care

It is important to know the mortar joint sizes that you are working to
before you order your stone, and you should be aware of this when
building work begins. Most builders and bricklayers work to a 10mm
wide joint between stone units (our pitched faced walling is designed
to work with a 10mm joint as standard), however narrower joints are
also a popular option when building with natural stone. If you let
Cumbrian Stone know the joint size you are working to when you order
we can design your stone units to suit the joint size you require.

Finally, we always recommend that you handle your stone units
with care. Just like any building material, sandstone can be damaged
if knocked or dropped, and chipped edges can spoil the look of a
finished project. At Cumbrian Stone we always protect our finished
sandstone units with polystyrene to minimise the chance of damage,
and we would recommend that the same is done to protect built
sandstone units once finished. We often speak to customers who have
fitted their stone perfectly only for it to be damaged by other building
work happening around the building site due to lack of protection.
Although natural stone can be repaired using colour matched mortar,
the finished result is never as good as it would have been if the stone
was not damaged in the first place.

Mortar Use
The majority of builders use a cement-based mortar for building their
natural stone, although it is also possible to use a lime-based mortar
if a breathable joint is required. Research the type of mortar you want
to use on your project and make sure that it is the best choice for the
work you are carrying out before work commences as it is difficult to
dismantle and remove mortar once the stone is built. It is also important
to keep mortar off the seen face of the stone as this can stain and is
difficult to remove.

The Weather
The weather is an important factor when building with sandstone. As
sandstone is naturally porous it can draw water out from the mortar
during dry conditions or hold excess water during wet conditions. This
can lead to cracked joints due to drying out or failed mortar due to too
much moisture. We recommend covering newly built stonework and
controlling the mortar curing time by regularly dampening the wall in
dry conditions or keeping the rain off the stone in wet conditions.

Lazonby sandstone walling and surrounds
built with 5mm joints.

Be Aware of Weights
By nature, sandstone is a heavy, dense material. Always be conscious
of the weight of any stone you are fitting and follow a safe procedure
for handling stone units at all times. The use of lifting aids can minimise
the risks posed by manual handling and we would always recommend
their use if you are unsure whether a stone can be safely handled.

An ashlar sandstone door surround being
formed.
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Our Range of Cleaners and Sealers
Cumbrian Stone can supply a range of cleaning products to help protect and maintain your natural stone.
All of our products have been carefully selected in order to ensure that they do not cause damage to the
surface they are being applied to. Our range of available products are as follows:

Prevosil Alcohol Based Sealer

Fer-Rid

Prevosil is a breathable surface treatment for use on brickwork, concrete,
limestone, sandstone, mineral mortars and slightly porous natural stone.
It can be used to protect internal and external surfaces. After Prevosil
has been used, the surface becomes water-repellent. Amongst the
advantages of this weather-proofing treatment are the prevention/
reduction of:
• Discoloration
• Efflorescence
• Limescale
• Frost damage
• Mould, moss and algal growth
• Premature erosion

Fer-Rid is a specially formulated poultice designed to remove ferrous
metal staining. It draws from deep within the masonry and is effective
on all types of masonry including sandstone and limestone.

Paint-Rid
Paint-Rid is a paint softener designed to aid the removal of all flexible
oil-based coatings, such as gloss paints, acrylics and plasticised paints. It
can be used on all masonry as well as wood and metal. This product is
non-hazardous, neutralised by water and pH neutral. It works through
many layers of paint without drawing colours in to the masonry and will
not cause efflorescence.

Carb-Rid
Carb-Rid is a specially formulated poultice designed to remove carbon
sulphation. It draws from deep within the masonry and is effective on all
masonry including sandstone and limestone.

Stone Repair
This is a non-cementitious stone repair product, made from fine
limestone granules. It is supplied as a powder and liquid, pre-coloured
to match the original masonry. Completely non-shrink, it can be placed
or cast to full thickness in one application. The repair sets within 20
minutes and can be worked (dressed/carved) with normal masonry
tools in 4-8 hours (depending on temperature). Provides an excellent
match for most limestones, sandstones and brickwork.

Oil-Rid
For use on concrete and stone. A unique biological cleaner designed
to remove residues of oils, greases and other hydrocarbon products
by enhanced bacterial degradation. Aqueous suspension of selected
natural bacteria, nutrients and cleaning agents. Cleans off hydrocarbon
residues by bacterial oxidation to carbon dioxide and water, with no
adverse environmental impact or harmful residues.

Our cleaners and sealers are all available to
purchase from our showroom in Penrith.

www.cumbrianstone.co.uk
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Protecting, Sealing and
Cleaning Natural Stone
Cleaning and Aftercare for Natural Stone
Natural stone is a natural product that will age and weather over
time. This can change the appearance of your sandstone, and the
environment the stone is located in can have a significant impact on
how the stone ages. For example, external areas with a large number of
trees and plants can cause algae and lichen to grow on the face of the
stone causing a green appearance, whereas areas adjacent busy roads
may be discoloured by carbon deposits causing the stone to darken.
This is a natural process that cannot be prevented, however it can be
slowed through the application of chemicals and regular cleaning.
Many customers are happy to let their sandstone age naturally without
intervention, however if you do wish to clean your sandstone Cumbrian
Stone would recommend the use of a low-pressure cleaning system to
remove any surface deposits without damaging the face of the stone.
If you do choose to apply chemicals to your sandstone to aid in the
cleaning and maintenance of the stone, we would always recommend
that they should be trialled in an inconspicuous area prior to any
extensive application. The most common chemicals used to clean
natural stone are biocides as these kill algae and lichen spores and
slow the appearance of the green discolouration in damp areas. More
aggressive chemicals such as brick acids should only be used as a last
resort, and only after testing to ensure there are no unwanted side
effects.

Algae and lichen being removed from a
sandstone building using a low-pressure
steam based system.

When using chemicals on natural stone it is always important to follow
the manufacturer’s instructions. Always pay special attention to the
disposal of chemicals applied to your building and remember that any
chemicals applied are likely to be washed off the wall and onto the
surrounding areas so be sure to protect these if required.

A sandstone pillar cap before and after
cleaning. A chemical was applied to the
stone to remove the black discolouration
that had started to appear.
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Sealing Natural Stone
It is possible to protect sandstone by using a stone sealer to treat the
exposed surface of the stone. This will provide limited protection against
liquid spills and ingress from driving rain if applied correctly, however it is
important to be aware that sealing sandstone does not offer complete
protection against marking and stains.
There are a number of different stone sealers available for treating
natural stone, and whilst we would not expect any stone sealers to have
an adverse effect on our sandstones, Cumbrian Stone would always
recommend that any sealers are tested on a small inconspicuous area of
the stone to make sure they don’t react unexpectedly.
Stone sealers for use on sandstone can be divided into three different
categories:
Non-Breathable Sealers
A non-breathable sealer will seal the treated surface of the stone against
liquid penetration. Any moisture within the stone will also be unable to
escape through the treated face of the stone. These sealers are ideal for
fire surrounds and internal stone features.
Breathable Sealers
A breathable sealer will seal the treated surface of the stone against liquid
penetration. Any moisture within the stone will be able to evaporate
through the face of the stone making these sealers ideal for new build
construction where there is a risk of water penetration into the cavity
which may need to escape through the external walls.
Wet-Look Sealers
Wet-look sealers perform the same job as a standard sealer, however they
also give the stone a darker appearance which makes the stone look wet
all of the time. Structurally there are no advantages to a wet-look sealer
over a standard sealer, however a wet look may be more aesthetically
pleasing depending on your project.

Water applied to a sandstone tile treated
with a non-breathable sealer compared to
an untreated sandstone tile.

It is not always necessary to seal your sandstone, and the majority of
sandstone buildings are left untreated to age and weather naturally. If you
do decide to apply a stone sealer we would always recommend following
the sealer manufacturer’s guidance for the application of their product.
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Technical Data
The technical data and testing results for our natural stones are set out in the following tables.
Lazonby Sandstone
Density kg/m³

2350 kg/m³

Flexural Strength

3.9 MPA

Water Absorption %

2.03% wet

Slip Resistance (wet)

Not Determined

Compressive Strength

84 MPA

Salt Crystallisation

Not Determined

Porosity %

9.5%

Saturated Coefficient

0.58%

Abrasion Resistance

Not Determined

Slip Resistance (dry)

Not Determined

Density kg/m³

2034 kg/m³

Flexural Strength

5.04 MPA

Water Absorption %

5.3%

Slip Resistance (wet)

79

Compressive Strength

81 MPA

Salt Crystallisation

Not Determined

Porosity %

16.8%

Saturated Coefficient

1.198 mean weight loss

Abrasion Resistance

32mm

Slip Resistance (dry)

92

Density kg/m³

2120 kg/m³

Flexural Strength

4.3 MPA

Water Absorption %

9.6%

Slip Resistance (wet)

Not Determined

Compressive Strength

60 MPA

Salt Crystallisation

Not Determined

Porosity %

20.4%

Saturated Coefficient

0.57 mean weight loss

Abrasion Resistance

Not Determined

Slip Resistance (dry)

Not Determined

Density kg/m³

2127 kg/m³

Flexural Strength

2.97 MPA

Water Absorption %

6.05%

Slip Resistance (wet)

Not Determined

Compressive Strength

54.45 MPA

Salt Crystallisation

Not Determined

Porosity %

19..02%

Saturated Coefficient

Not Determined

Abrasion Resistance

Not Determined

Slip Resistance (dry)

Not Determined

Density kg/m³

2320 kg/m³

Flexural Strength

5.8 MPA

Water Absorption %

3.5%

Slip Resistance (wet)

Not Determined

Compressive Strength

84 MPA

Salt Crystallisation

Not Determined

Porosity %

12.1%

Saturated Coefficient

Not Determined

Abrasion Resistance

Not Determined

Slip Resistance (dry)

Not Determined

Corsehill Sandstone

St Bees Sandstone

Locharbriggs Sandstone

Longridge Sandstone
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Witton Fell Sandstone
Density kg/m³

2190 kg/m³

Flexural Strength

4.4 MPA

Water Absorption %

5.1%

Slip Resistance (wet)

65

Compressive Strength

66 MPA

Salt Crystallisation

Not Determined

Porosity %

16.0%

Saturated Coefficient

Not Determined

Abrasion Resistance

22mm

Slip Resistance (dry)

Not Determined

Density kg/m³

2120 kg/m³

Flexural Strength

3.2 MPA

Water Absorption %

5.7%

Slip Resistance (wet)

Not Determined

Compressive Strength

58 MPA

Salt Crystallisation

Not Determined

Porosity %

19.8%

Saturated Coefficient

0.6 mean weight loss

Abrasion Resistance

Not Determined

Slip Resistance (dry)

Not Determined

Density kg/m³

2259 kg/m³

Flexural Strength

2.97 MPA

Water Absorption %

4.4%

Slip Resistance (wet)

70

Compressive Strength

79.0 MPA

Salt Crystallisation

8.46 Mean Wt Loss

Porosity %

14.8%

Saturated Coefficient

0.67

Abrasion Resistance

20.1

Slip Resistance (dry)

Not Determined

Density kg/m³

2230 kg/m³

Flexural Strength

Not Determined

Water Absorption %

4.75%

Slip Resistance (wet)

Not Determined

Compressive Strength

56 MPA

Salt Crystallisation

Not Determined

Porosity %

17.2%

Saturated Coefficient

0.67%

Abrasion Resistance

Not Determined

Slip Resistance (dry)

Not Determined

Density kg/m³

2390 kg/m³

Flexural Strength

6.0 MPA

Water Absorption %

3.2%

Slip Resistance (wet)

Not Determined

Compressive Strength

84.1 MPA

Salt Crystallisation

Not Determined

Porosity %

9.3%

Saturated Coefficient

0.59%

Abrasion Resistance

Not Determined

Slip Resistance (dry)

Not Determined

Scotch Buff Sandstone

Stanton Moor Sandstone

Wattscliffe Sandstone

Elswick Sandstone

Please note that as natural stone is a natural product there can be variations in the composition of the stone that would result in these test results
varying across the raw material. These results are an average taken from the testing of multiple samples from several quarried blocks. Cumbrian
Stone would always recommend consulting a structural engineer to establish the minimum required properties where natural stone is being used
for structural purposes, and the results contained in these tables are not to be taken as a structural recommendation in any case.
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Quality Assurances
At Cumbrian Stone we are proud of our work and this is why we are always looking for new ways to drive
our business forward and help to set the standard for the natural stone industry. We currently hold the
following accreditations in recognition of the high-quality work that we do:

ISO 9001:2015

Cumbrian Stone Ltd. are proud to hold ISO 9001:2015 Certification in
recognition of our Quality Management Systems. ISO 9001 Certification
reassures our customers that the Quality Management Systems
that have been adopted by Cumbrian Stone Ltd. are effectively
implemented in order to achieve a more efficient system of working,
focussed around our company mission statement.
Our company mission statement at Cumbrian Stone Ltd. is as follows:

Investors in People

Since 1991 Investors in People has set the standard for better people
management. The internationally recognised accreditation is held by
14,000 organisations across the world. The Standard defines what it
takes to lead, support and manage people well for sustainable results.
Based on 25 years of leading practice, the Investors in People Standard is
underpinned by a rigorous assessment methodology and a framework
which reflects the very latest workplace trends, essential skills and
effective structures required to outperform in any industry.

“We aim to be a market leader in the stone industry offering the
highest quality products at the fairest price.”
“Our aim is to provide a great service to all our customers by always
trying to ‘go the extra mile’.”
“We aim to be a great employer who listens to their employees and
values their loyalty.”
Our strong commitment to our employees is also recognised through
our accreditation by Investors in People, as we believe that the only way
to provide our customers with great service is to ensure that Cumbrian
Stone Ltd. is the best it can be at all levels of our organisation.
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For further information on the natural stone products
Cumbrian Stone can offer, along with technical advice,
guidance and assistance with your project please contact
our team using the following details:

Cumbrian Stone
Montal Place
Gilwilly Industrial Estate
Penrith
Cumbria
CA11 9FE
Tel: 01768 867867
Fax: 01768 867868
Email: sales@cumbrianstone.co.uk
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